
JOHANNES BAPTIST DOMINOUS STEINFORT 

Born 8/24/14 near Rotterdam. Had 5 siblings. Raised Roman Catholic and was a teacher. 
Learned of JW’s in 1936. After the invasion, he was arrested in 8/42 by SS officer Engelshman 
who had been a JW and who arrested many JW’s. Johannes jailed first in Arnhem with a Jewish 
cellmate and the moved to Schweringen along with prominent JW Arthur Winkler who was 
tortured for trying to write a book about JW’s. Stayed until 12/42 and transferred to 
concentration camp at Amersfoort along with 38 other JW’s. At camp, JW’s separated out and 
beaten. They were considered more dangerous to the Nazi regime than the Jews as they were 
“intelligent while Jews were not.” JW’s who refused to give the Nazi salute were beaten. 
Transferred to Sachsenhausen and dispersed among 74,000 other prisoners. He worked at 
satellite Camp Klinger on Project Speer taking apart radios and phones for spare parts. States 
that he saw Jews mistreated and that he may have had some Jewish blood. Supervised a 
Ukrainian work crew. Some prisoners taken to Berlin to clear rubble after bombing. He says 
some SS men were sympathetic to JW’s and may have helped distribute literature outside the 
camp. Says he saw JW’s executed for refusing to renounce faith. Put on death march 4/45 with 
the JW’s being the last to leave camp. They pulled a wagon with German documents and 
valuables as they were trusted.. Intent was to march prisoners to ships on the coast and then 
sink the ships. Apparently liberated before this could occur. He returned to Holland after 
liberation. 

 

MARIA STEINFORT DEVIOJER 

Born Rotterdam 12/2/15. Learned of JW’s in 1939. Unclear when baptized, but mother and 
brother also became JW’s. She was arrested after Husband and brother arrested shortly 
thereafter. She refused to implicate others and was freed after 6 weeks in Schwerinengen. 
Mother arrested after Maria gave birth to second child but was freed after feigning deafness. 
Brother Johannes in Neuengamme concentration camp where he was tortured and died. She 
and mother continued to do JW work but avoided the Gestapo. Reunited with husband after he 
was liberated. Says her faith kept her going. 
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